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Abstract. Difference and variation of leaves shape is usually used as primary identifier of
the plant species. But some plants may have a similar leaf shape and thus require another
more accurate identifier. This study applied principal component analysis (PCA) methods
for identifying tropical plant species from the shape of the leaves. This method simplified
the observed variables by reducing the dimensions of the information that is stored as
much as 75%, so it did not eliminate important information and can save the data
processing time. There were 100 images of leaves taken from several sides of the leaf in
JPEG format with which the shape of leaves were look similar, like citrus (Citrus
aurantifolia), durian (Durio zibethinus), guava (Psidium guajava), mango (Mangifera
indica), jackfruit (Artocarpus heterophyllus), avocado (Persea americana), rambutan
(Nephelium lappaceum), sapodilla (Manilkara zapota), red betel (Piper crocatum) and
soursop (Annona muricata). Identification of those 10 kind plant leaves produced 97%
accuracy rate. Measurement systems were designed using the K-fold Cross Validation with
k = 10, the results of experiments shown omission error occurs on the leaves of guava,
jackfruit and red betel while twice commission error were found on the leaves sapodilla
and once on citrus leaves.
Keywords: leaves image, tropical plants identification, principal component analysis
1. Introduction
The leaves are the important part of the plant as the leaf supply the needs of plants,
through the conversion of light into chemical energy. Shape or structure of the leaf varies
widely, depending on the species and environmental conditions of the plant life (Sudiana &
Elfa, 2008). Leaves could be main identifier for identifying plant species because they are
much more available compared to flower and fruits. There are several literatures directed
to pattern identification that is used for plants identification and classification, 3D
reconstruction of leaves, or species characterization where some tasks that could be tested
in real applications (Dunlop et al., 2000; Siravenha & Carvalho, 2015). Generally, to
identify the plant can be done in four-way.ie: asking the identity of an unknown plant,
directly to the expert, matching or herbarium specimens that have been identified,
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matching with the pictures in books or flora monographs and lastly using key identification
or key determination (IPB, 2004; Laksmana at al., 2018).
There are a lot of knowledge or information that can be derived from leaves of plants,
like complete leaves, petiole, the leaf blade. However, incomplete leaves, part of the leaf,
the layout leaves, leaf shape and others (Tjitrosoepomo, 2009). This will make difficulties
in the process of plants classification manually, in addition to the most information
concerning the description of the plants are still form of a document (Laksmana et al., 2013)
so it takes a longer time to have a special understanding regarding the leaf or plant. So, it is
needed a system to simplify the technique to extract data to identify plants using the image
of leaf. Classification of data consists of two steps. The first is the training phase, which
created a classification algorithm to analyse training data and represent it in a classification
rule. The second process is the classification, in which the test data used to estimate the
accuracy of the classification rule (Han & Kamper, 2006). One technique that is used to
simplify the data that is used as a leaf image classifier is using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA).
PCA can be used to reduce the dimension of the data without reducing significantly
the characteristics of the data (Smith, 2002). According Santosa, (2007), Principal
Component Analysis is a powerful technique for extracting the structure of a set of data
with considerable dimensions. PCA projecting the image into its eigenspace by finding the
eigenvector of every image and projected it into eigenspace obtained. Research of
Ehsanirad, (2010) which used PCA method can classify plants with accuracy levels of over
90%. Dunlop et al (2000) used PCA to the identification of compounds typical of various
species of eucalyptus plants and by using PCA, it obtained group of compounds that could
clearly describes the specifications of each species. PCA probably the oldest but it is a
useful tool for data modelling, compression, and visualization. PCA is the problem of
fitting a low-dimensional affine subspace to a set of data points in a high-dimensional
space (Vidal et al., 2016).
Research on PCA has been done by many people like the research done by
Destefanis. G et al (2000), Sinurat. S. (2014), Gniazdowski. Z. (2017), Nadler. B. (2008),
Sanjaya. A., Widodo. D.W. (2018), Utami. E., Wulanningrum. R. (2014), etc. This study
tried applying Principal Component Analysis to identify species based on images of leaves.
Picture or image variable of the leaves can be simplified by shrinking (reducing) the image
matrix into a new matrix as result of matrix transformation that has smaller dimensions but
still retain the information the original matrix as much as 75%, as well as finding the
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average of each class (each leaf) from a transformed matrix, then look for the smallest
distance between the image of the testing leaves and the average of each class. This is to
obtain match information between the testing image and plant species. So that can be
known the accuracy of the system and it is expected to help identify the types of plants
quickly and precisely.
2. Methods
The data used in this study as many as 100 images, which consists of 10 types of
plants each of which was taken 10 imagery. Capturing the image of leaves in the lighting
conditions and relatively at the same distance. The leave consists of two parts, namely the
upper and lower part, because leaves differences usually can be recognized on these parts
such as color, bone spurs etc. These ten types of leaves are seem similar in general, like
lime leaves (Citrus aurantifolia), leaves of durian (Durio zibethinus), guava leaves
(Psidium guajava), mango (Mangifera indica), Jackfruit (Artocarpus heterophyllus),
avocado (Persea americana), rambutan (Nephelium lappaceum), sapodilla (Manilkara
zapota), red betel (Piper crocatum) and soursop (Annona muricata), the image of the
leaves that are used can be seen in figure 2. All the leaves have a JPG image and RGB
mode with image dimensions of 100 × 75 pixels. These images were stored sequentially
from the first to the tenth with name 10.jpg, 11.jpg, 12.jpg until 109.jpg. The first type of
leaf Citrus aurantifolia named file 10.jpg, 11.jpg, 12.jpg until 19.jpg. Furthermore, second
leave type, Durio zibethinus, named 20.jpg, 21.jpg, 29.jpg 22.jpg up to 29.jpg so on until
the tenth leave type, Annona muricata, named 100.jpg, 101.jpg until 109.jpg
Stages in the research process consists of collecting data or image data acquisition,
image processing, applying Principal Component Analysis, and lastly analysing accuracy.
These stages are shown in Figure 1.
Image Reading and Data sharing
The first process is to read an image in a matrix form. Previous image data in RGB mode
converted into greyscale mode. The matrix of an image stored into a row vector with size 1
× 7500. The process is repeated for the entire image and the image data are joined to obtain
a combined matrix that is the matrix X and O. Matrix X is a collection of vector lines for
image training, while the matrix O is a collection of vector lines for testing image. The
division of the image using the k-fold cross validation. The value of k was 10. The so it is
called 10-fold cross validation. In the 10-fold cross validation, data is divided into two
parts, nine images as training set and one image as testing set. Images as training data
taken on each leaf, the image will be used as the image of testing. So that the number of
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images to the training data were 9 × 10 or 90 images. So that there are 10 images left as
testing images. The tests were performed 10 times by applying k-fold cross validation with
value of k = 10.
Image Data Acquisition

Changing image to vector

Image
Testing?

Yes

Save as matrix data
testing

No

Save as matrix data
trainning
PCA Process
PCA Transformation
1 Dimension
Matrix
Transformation

Recognition and characteristic
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Accuration analysis

Figure. 1 Research methodology

Figure 2. Leave images
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During the experiment, the size 90 × 7500 for the image of testing in a trial is added
to data matrix X, because there is one image from each class (leaf) will be the image of the
training or who did not O is a combined image of the testing matrix that has size 10 ×
7500.
The process of Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
PCA is the process by eliminating the correlation among independent variables by
transforming initial independent variables into a new independent variables without any
correlation. This new variable contains values of major components or principal
component (PC) of the variable. PCA procedure is basically aimed to simplify the
observed variables by reducing its dimensions (Abdi, 2010). So that the PCA can be used
for pattern or image recognition and also for image reconstruction. Digital image consists
of the smallest element that is called pixels. Pixel store information in the form of color
image intensity at those coordinates. The image can be translated as matrix and pixels is
the matrix elements (Rahmad, 2012).
In this study, the detection of images of the leaves was conducted through several
stages. The process of reading the image, determining the covariance matrix, determining
the vector characteristics and root characteristics that is corresponding to the covariance
matrix, selecting the largest root characteristic that has contribution to give desired
information and determine the transformation matrix by using vector characteristic that
corresponding to the characteristic of root, deriving the matrix from transformation of
leaves images, determine the average vector which yield of transformation for each class
(plant species), determine the distance Euclidean of testing image with each average vector
class, the next image recognition based on distance Euclidean minimum, If the minimum
distance vector image was obtained on average the same class then the image is recognized.
After obtaining matrix X, next process was the covariance calculation, in order to
obtain the matrix sigma. This covariance calculations using the variance equations
. To perform the calculation of covariance, the data matrix X type
or unit, was converted into double so that the range of values of matrix elements change
from 0-255 into 0.0-.
Having obtained the covariance matrix sigma, next step was to determine the vector
and the root characteristic of the covariance matrix. The resulting output is a matrix v and
d which show the vector and root characteristic, respectively and also determines the
diagonal of the matrix d. The output of the diagonal matrix d is lambda that is root
characteristic values of the covariance matrix sigma. Furthermore, after obtaining values of
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lambda roots characteristic value and vectors characteristic v, extraction image
characteristic and feature process was carried out. Root characteristics were large enough
to represent the desired information. In this study, the information retrieved is 75% of the
initial information. In the tenth experiment, which bring out the tenth image of the each
class/ leaf. The number of feature vector is taken to obtain information up to 75% in total
are 14 vector characteristic. Vectors characteristic that corresponds to the root
characteristics are arranged as a column vector of the matrix A. The matrix A is a
transformation matrix that will be used to reduce matrix X. Since there were 14 vector
characteristic that was taken as a column vector for the matrix A, then the matrix A shrink
to 7500 × 14. The percentage information value for tenth trial tenth p is equal to 75.333%.
By using the transformation matrix A, the matrix Y was obtained as result of
multiplication the matrix X with the transformation matrix A. Reduction of the matrix X
into matrix Y will store the information that reached 75% of the information held by the
matrix X. matrix Y size was 90 × 14, obtained from:
Beside the reduction of testing image, the matrix X, reduction also applied to training
image, the matrix O. Result of transformation matrix O to matrix A is the matrix U which
has size 10 × 14, obtained from:
The matrix U also will provide information to reach 75% of the information held by
the matrix O.
Having obtained the results of the transformation matrix Y, then the average for each
class will be calculated. The average of the first class (first leaf) obtained from calculating
the average of the first until the ninth row of the matrix Y. The second class flats (second
leaf) obtained from calculating the average of the tenth to the eighteenth row of the matrix
Y, and so on until the tenth class (tenth leaf). The results of the average of first until the
tenth class was in the form of vectors that was stored in the matrix C as a vector line. So
that the matrix C size will be 10 × 14. To perform the calculation of the average of each of
these classes use for initial value is 1, which shows the calculation starting from the first
row of the matrix Y. The addition of step at each iteration was 9 to show that there are 9
rows matrix Y will be processed to be calculated the average value in each class. This
move stops up to the value 90 or row 90 of the matrix Y. Here, each row of the matrix Y is
the image data for one leaf.
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Euclidean distance is used to measure the degree of similarity leaf whose image was
detected, by calculating the Euclidean distance between the average vectors of each class
with the testing image. Average vector of each class is declared as a vector row of the
matrix C and the testing image in a trial declared a row vector of the matrix U. Distance
Euclidean one testing image with an average vector of the class is in the form of a scalar.
So that the Euclidean distance calculation results of the testing with a vector image of the
average of each class, obtained 10 scalar value which is stored as a column vector of the
matrix D. The matrix D had dimensions 10 × 10.
Image recognition is done by looking for the most minimum Euclidean distance
matrix D. Since each column vector of the matrix D is the Euclidean distance between an
image of testing for a class and an average vector of all classes. This is to determine the
testing image closer (more similar) to which class as an image identification testing Result
minimum Euclidean distance matrix D is stored in the matrix M and I. The matrix M
contains a minimum Euclidean distance for each class in a trial, so that the matrix M is 1 ×
10. While the matrix I contains information about the minimum distance are in which class.
From this matrix I can recognize an image of the testing were detected in where class the
leaf was.
Accuracy Analysis
The analysis conducted in this study is the accuracy of the system, the commission
error and omission error. The accuracy of the overall system will be expressed in the form
of tables. Experiments performed 10 times so that 10 tables were obtained from
experimental results. Elements of this table will be added together to obtain the overall
experiment results table. Accuracy can be searched by taking the diagonal and calculate the
overall results table by using the following equation:

Omission error is an error obtained for fault detection of an image. For example,
species A species is known as B. This error image appears from a minimum distance of
testing of plant species A which is closer to the average vector species B so that the system
detects the image of testing a plant species as species B, while the commission error is an
error for A plant species get extra error detection of species B or other plant species.
3. Result and Discussion
Based on the code that is formed in the programming language to analyze the
similarity of the leaves with the PCA derived matrix from the identification off the 1st leaf
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to 10th leaf from the training sample and sample detection. The results can be seen in each
of Table 1.
Table 1. Result of image identification for ten experiments
Image
Trial
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Identified as
1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2
1 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 10
3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
5
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
6
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 10
8
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
9
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10
1 2 8 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Table 1 shows that 2nd, 7th and 10th, that fifth image i.e. jackfruit leaf (Artocarpus
heterophyllus) which recognized as testing image. This leave is recognized as first leaf or
citrus leaf (Citrus aurantifolia). On the ninth image i.e. red betel leaf (Piper crocatum) and
third image i.e Guava leaf (Psidium guajava), both are recognized as eighth image or
sapodilla (Manilkara zapota), Leaf image processing system is not always recognize
corresponding image accurately because of effect of leaf form and how the image pattern
taken.
From the result of each experiment in table 1, new table can be extracted that is
contain number 1 and 0. Number 1 showed the corresponding image. Table 2 until Table 5
as follow describe result of 10 experiments.
Table 2. Result of first image as testing image
Identified as
Origin
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
4
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
5
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
6
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
7
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
8
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 3. Result of second image as testing image
Identified as
Origin
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
5
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
7
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
8
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Table 4. Result of seventh image as testing image
Identified as
Origin
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
5
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
6
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
7
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
8
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Table 5. Result of tenth image as testing image
Identified as
Origin
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
4
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
5
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
6
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
7
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
8
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Experiments were carried out ten times. For the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 8th and 9th
experiments have the same result with the first experiment as shown in the Table 2 above
The summation of each element of the table experimental results, it is used to demonstrate
the accuracy of the image detection system. The following Table 6 is the sum of all the
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experiments where the main diagonal indicates the number of the 10 attempt of image
detection correctly.
Table 6. Result of all experiments
Identified as
Origin
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2
0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3
0 0 9 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
4
0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0
5
1 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0
6
0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0
7
0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0
8
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0
9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9 0
10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10
Accuracy Analysis
Accuracy computation for leaf image detection can be counted base on sum of
number diagonal in the table and divided by number of data and then multiplied by 100%.

Ommission and Commision error
Omission error is derived by summing of each row from result matrix except in
diagonal. Result of omission error is shown in the table 7 as following
Table 7. Omission error
Leaf
Citrus (Citrus aurantifolia)
Durian (Durio zibethinus)
Guava(Psidium guajava)
Mango (Mangifera indica.)
Jackfruit (Artocarpus heterophyllus)
Avocado (Persea americana)
Rambutan (Nephelium lappaceum)
Sapodilla (Manilkara zapota)
Redbetel (Piper crocatum)
Soursop (Annona muricata)
Table 7 describe omission error on

Leaf number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Omission Error
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0

Guava leaf (Psidium guajava), Jackfruit

(Artocarpus heterophyllus) dan Red Betel (Piper crocatum). While for the others, system
could detect the leaf correctly
Commission error can be derived by summing each column from result matrix
except the main diagonal. Output result of commission error as described in Table 8.
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Table 8. Commission error
Leaf
Citrus (Citrus aurantifolia)
Durian (Durio zibethinus)
Guava (Psidium guajava)
Mango (Mangifera indica.)
Jackfruit (Artocarpus heterophyllus)
Avocado (Persea americana)
Rambutan (Nephelium lappaceum)
Sapodilla (Manilkara zapota)
Red Betel (Piper crocatum)
Soursop (Annona muricata)

Leaf number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Comission Error
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0

Accuracy of image detection of the system as shown in table 8, it was found twice
commission error on the leaf sapodilla (Manilkara zapota) and once on citrus leaves (Citrus
aurantifolia), in the other word the system got fault detection of other leaves. While others
got no error detection from the leaves of others.
4. Conclusion
Base on the experiment can be conclude that 1D-PCA may applied for dimension
reduction. To provide information as much as 75% of the initial data required 14 vector
characteristics. From the 100 leaves images, the result that is relatively accurate, 1D-PCA
technique provides results for very good identification is managed correctly identify the
image of leaf with a percentage rate of 97%. Number of training images used on the PCA
method is directly proportional to the performance of the leaf recognition system, the more
training images used for training, the better the results of its introduction.
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